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Abstract

We introduce a multiple single-unit spike train analysis method to detect the inhibitory syn-
chrony in spike &rings. This paper focuses on inhibitory synchrony among neural &rings, while
excitatory synchronized &rings are often considered in recent years. The present analysis provides
a phase-plane analysis that is used to determine the inhibitory phase-locking characteristics of
spike &rings in a set of three simultaneously recorded neurons. The absence of points in the
three-neuron phase plane provides a signature of the inhibitory synchrony phase-locked charac-
teristics in these neurons. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

One of the frequently observed characteristics in neural &ring is synchronized spike
&ring in the central nervous system (CNS). There have been numerous reports char-
acterizing the signi&cance of synchronized &ring in the CNS. Excitatory synchronized
&rings had been implicated in the processing of neural signals in biological networks
that correlate with sleep and wakefulness brain states. Yet, these analyses often focused
on excitatory synchronization rather than inhibitory synchronization.
Since inhibitory synchronizing may play an important role in the processing of sig-

nals in the CNS, this paper focuses on establishing a spike train analysis technique that
detects the inhibitory synchrony of spike &rings. We extend the spike train analysis
method introduced earlier [9] to include inhibitory near synchrony in this present paper.
We apply a two-dimensional phase-plane analysis to quantify the phase relationships
among three simultaneously recorded neurons.
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We introduced a three-wise cross-correlation method to detect three-way correlation
among three neurons since classical cross-correlation method only performs primarily
pair-wise correlation. Normally, a three-dimensional (3D) correlogram is required to
detect a three-way correlation, we introduced a method that will collapse the 3D space
into 2D space without loss of generality. Although there is degeneracy in reducing the
plotting dimension of the correlation graph, the reduction in random variable actually
allows us to provide a time-scale invariant measure to quantify the near synchrony.
In other words, the current method can detect near synchrony in microsecond-scale,
millisecond-scale, or even second-scale, using the same algorithm.
This analytical method is an extension of a number of novel spike train analy-

ses introduced to detect the spike &ring patterns from single neuron analysis [2] to
two-neuron analysis [7,8], and to three-neuron analysis in the present paper.

2. Three-way correlation spike train analysis

This three-neuron spike train analysis is a graphical quantitative measure based on
the phase diAerences of spike &rings among these three neurons. Let us select three
neurons from a network of neurons for analysis, and then iterate this same analysis for
all neurons within the network.
Let these neurons be denoted as A, B and C, and the time of occurrence of each

spike is recorded as the spike train for each neuron. The lead time is de&ned as the
time diAerence between the &ring of a spike in the reference neuron and a previous
spike in another neuron. The lag time is similarly de&ned as the time diAerence be-
tween the &ring of a spike in the reference neuron and a succeeding spike in another
neuron. These lead and lag times can be considered as the phase diAerence between
two neurons, although conventionally phase diAerence is de&ned with respect to the
&ring frequencies rather than &ring times.
Using this alternate de&nition, the phase diAerence in spike &rings of neurons A and

B can be quanti&ed as the depending on sign of the time diAerence between neuron
A and neuron B’s &rings. This phase diAerence (actually time diAerence) is plotted
on the x-axis to produce a phase plot for phase-plane analysis. Similarly, the lead and
lag times between the spike &rings of neurons A and C can be quanti&ed as phase
diAerences (time diAerences), which are plotted on the y-axis of the phase plot.
Using this method, the lead and lag times between three neurons (i.e., the spike

&rings of neurons B and C with respect to neuron A) can be graphically represented
as phase diAerences (time diAerences) in a (2D) plot rather than a (3D) plot.
Although there existed spike train analysis for three-neuron correlation, such as the

“snow-Fake diagram” of Perkel et al. [3], the snow-Fake analysis requires a non-
orthogonal three-axis snow-Fake representation rather than the two-axis orthogonal
Cartesian representation. The current analysis is also diAerent from the joint peri-stimulus
time histogram (JPSTH) of Aertsen et al. [1] because external stimulus is required to
produce the JPSTH, and the origin of the plot represents the onset of the stimulus in
the JPSTH. No external stimuli are required for our analysis. It is also diAerent from
the joint-interspike (JISI) analysis of Rodieck et al. [4] which is a two-neuron corre-
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lation. Similarly, it is diAerent from the non-linear analysis return map [5,6] because
JISI and return maps describe the timing relationship of a single neuron rather than a
three-neuron analysis.

3. Theoretical methods

To investigate the inhibitory eAects, we will de&ne the excitatory interaction &rst.
The inhibition can be deduced from the absence of spikes below the baseline &ring
level. That is, when the neuron is “expected” to &re probabilistically from the statistical
analysis but did not, then it is likely that the spikes were suppressed. (The baseline
uncorrelated &ring is used as the null hypothesis in our test.)
Using the same notation as in the previous paper [9], let us de&ne the excitatory

interactions &rst, then the inhibitory interactions. Let the three spike trains of neurons
A, B and C be represented by a(t), b(t), and c(t), respectively. Let us select a(t) as
the reference spike train with a total of N spikes, which is represented by

a(t) =
n=N∑

n=1

	(t − tn) (1)

and the compared spike trains to be cross correlated be denoted by b(t) and c(t), with
a total of L and M spikes, respectively:

b(t) =
l=L∑

l=1

	(t′ − tl);

c(t) =
m=M∑

m=1

	(t − tm); (2)

where tn, tl and tm are the occurrence times of nth, lth and mth spikes in spike trains
a(t), b(t), and c(t), respectively, and 	(t) is a delta function denoting the occurrence
of a spike at time t.
Let us de&ne the cross-interval, CI, between two neurons as the time interval between

adjacent spikes in two spike trains. Let us also de&ne the “pre-cross-interval” (pre-CI)
as the CI before the reference spike, and the “post-cross-interval” (post-CI) as the CI
after the reference spike.
The kth order pre-CI relative to the nth reference spike in the reference spike train,

a(t), with respect to spike trains b(t) and c(t) are de&ned as

�′n;−k = |t′l−k+1 − tn|= tn − t′l−k+1;

�′n;−k = |t′m−k+1 − tn|= tn − t′m−k+1;
(3)

respectively, as described previously [9]. The joint number pairs of Eq. (3) are plotted
as the coordinates in the 2D phase plot. The kth order post-CIs can analogously be
de&ned as above for the pre-CIs.
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With the pre-CIs and post-CIs plotted for all spikes in the reference neuron, a dis-
tribution of points can be obtained in the phase plot. Normalizing the distribution will
produce a probability density function (pdf), of the kth order pre-CI between the com-
pared train, b(t), and the nth spike in the reference train a(t). With this probability
density function established, the inhibitory interactions among three neurons can be
revealed as a decrease in &ring probability relative to the control uncorrelated distri-
bution (in the null hypothesis). The uncorrelated probability distribution is simply the
joint product of the pre-CIs and post-CIs using standard probability theory.

4. Theoretical interpretations

The phase relationship (time diAerence) in the compared neurons B and C with
respect to neuron A can be characterized by the distribution of points in the 2D phase
plot. Near-synchronous &rings are identi&ed as a band of points lying along the diagonal
line of the phase plot. Synchrony that is excitatory in nature can be identi&ed as bands
of points phase-locked together parallel the diagonal line. Synchrony is inhibitory in
nature can be identi&ed as absence of points along the diagonal band, i.e., below the
baseline level.
In order to clearly show the level of inhibition (or excitation) beyond the control

level (null hypothesis), a diAerence phase plot can be used. The diAerence phase plot
is constructed by obtaining the diAerence between the pdfs of the above phase plot and
the joint product phase plot (for the uncorrelated case as the control). The diAerence
phase plot will revealed that a negative pdf pro&le indicates an inhibitory interaction,
a positive pdf pro&le indicates an excitatory interaction, and a Fat-zero pdf pro&le
indicates no interactions among these three neurons.

5. Results

The result of the phase-plot analysis is that three-neuron spike &ring interactions can
be quanti&ed by the distribution pro&le of a 2D plot without resorting to a 3D repre-
sentation. The phase-plane analysis can be used to represent the probability of spike
&ring relative to one another based on the relative time diAerences (phase diAerences).
The pdf of uncorrelated &rings (without synchrony) can be obtained using the joint
product of pre-CIs and post-CIs. Synchronized correlated &ring can be revealed by
the diagonal bands of the phase plot. Excitatory synchrony is revealed by the positive
probability density pro&le in the diAerence phase plot. Inhibitory synchrony is revealed
by the negative probability density pro&le in the diAerence phase plot.
Using this analysis, synchrony which is inhibitory in nature can be detected. Since

inhibitory synchrony is often exhibited as non-&ring of spikes, inhibitory synchrony
are often missed in conventional spike train analysis observations since no spikes are
present. The present analysis recovers the inhibitory interactions resulted in synchrony
even though spikes were suppressed in the synchrony.
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6. Summary

Inhibitory synchrony among the spike &ring in three neurons can be revealed by a
diAerence phase-plot analysis as introduced. This diAerence phase-plane analysis pro-
vides a graphical representation of the correlated spike &rings among three neurons.
Inhibitory interactions, are characterized by the negative probability pro&le in the dif-
ference phase plot. Inhibitory synchrony among three neurons can be detected by the
diagonal band of negative probability pro&le in the diAerence phase plot.
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